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QUESTION 1

When determining why Mobile and Remote Access to Cisco TelePresence equipment does not work anymore for an
organization. There are several administrators and configuration changes could have happened without anyone
knowing. Internal communication seems to be working, but no external system can register or call anywhere. Gathering
symptoms, you also discover that no internal systems can call out either. 

What is TraversalZone missing that causes this issue? 

A. link to the DefaultZone 

B. pipe to the DefaultZone 

C. SIP trunk to the DefaultZone 

D. route pattern to the DefaultZone 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the first step to restoring an Expressway cluster from a backup? 

A. use the backup that is specific to each Expressway peer in the cluster 

B. upgrade each Expressway peer to the latest Expressway software 

C. remove each Expressway peer from the cluster 

D. add all the Expressway peers to the cluster 

Correct Answer: C 

To restore a backup, you need to take the Cisco Expressway unit out of service before doing a restore. If you are doing
a restore on a clustered Cisco Expressway, you need to first remove it from the cluster. You cannot restore a backup on
a node that is still a member of a cluster. Use a standalone Cisco Expressway to restore it to a previous configuration of
system data. 

 

QUESTION 3
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Refer to the exhibit. A Cisco Webex device on an enterprise network has identified the given STUN round-trip delays in
milliseconds to the enterprise Video Mesh clusters and two Webex Cloud Media clusters during the call setup. Which
correct sequence of clusters is the client connecting to? 

A. US West Coast WCMC. If US West Cost WCMC is full, then Europe WCMC because clients select clusters in the
order of SRT delays. 

B. DC Europe. If DC Europe is full, DC APAC because clients select on-premises clusters in the order of SRT delays
before using cloud resources, 

C. DC Europe. If DC Europe is full, US West Coast WCMC because clients select resources in the order of SRT delays
but ignore SRTs greater than 250 ms 

D. US West Coast WCMC. Clients continuously monitor DC US cluster and reconnect when DC US are available to
save bandwidth. 

Correct Answer: C 

Local reachable Video Mesh resources are tried first, in order of lowest SRT delay. When all local resources are
exhausted, the participant connects to the cloud. 

While the preference for node selection is your locally deployed Video Mesh nodes, we support a scenario where, if the
STUN round-trip (SRT) delay to an on-premises Video Mesh cluster exceeds the tolerable round-trip delay of 250 ms
(which usually happens if the on-premises cluster is configured in a different continent), then the system selects the
closest cloud media node in that geography instead of a Video Mesh node. https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/
voice_ip_comm/cloudCollaboration/wbxt/videomesh/cmgt_b_webex-video-mesh-deployment- guide/cmgt_b_hybrid-
media-deployment-guide_chapter_010.html 

 

QUESTION 4
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How is the communication routed in a Hybrid deployment so that people on Cisco Cloud-Based IM are able to
communicate with Cisco Jabber users in the on-premises environment? 

A. The Expressway-C enables a connection directly with the Cisco Webex Cloud to enable the hybrid service and allow
the two services to communicate. 

B. The Expressway-E located in the DMZ establishes a connection with the Cisco Webex Cloud to enable the hybrid
service and allow the two services to communicate. 

C. The Cisco Unified IM and Presence server establishes a connection using the outgoing path through the Cisco
Expressways that terminates in the Cisco Webex Cloud to create the hybrid environment that links the two services
together. 

D. The Cisco UC server establishes a connection using the outgoing path through the Cisco Expressways that
terminates in the Cisco Webex Cloud to create the hybrid environment that links the two services together. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. What are "Type" field values for this Expressway servers zone configuration? 

A. Expressway-C "DNS", Expressway-E "Traversal server" 

B. Expressway-C "Traversal server", Expressway-E "Traversal client" 
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C. Expressway-C "Neighbor", Expressway-E "Neighbor" 

D. Expressway-C "Traversal client", Expressway-E "Traversal server" 

Correct Answer: D 
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